
Mountains and education
Robin Hodgkin

At the summit ... where all oppo itions are finally laid to rest, sport and work
... find themselves reconciled. Marco Pallis (I)

Apprenticeship is the nub. Though we rarely see or experience it in its pure form it is
the essential relationship which defines education. There is another popular, yet
misleading, model ofeducation-the lecture. The lecture undoubtedly has a place; it
is particularly appropriate when those who have already passed their apprenticeship
need rapid access to new knowledge, and it is also at least tolerable for old men who
appreciate comfortable seats and togetherness. But for young student and for
children the teacher who can only spout from a dais is a very poor fish; though
omething may be saved if he has, previou ly done other things-climbed high or

pressed back the frontiers of knowledge somewhere. He may then carry some
authority and hold the interest of 10 or 100 young head for a while. But behind what
every teacher says is what he is; and the young are remarkably good at discerning
this. They have, after all, extremely active en es, bodies, hands and imagination
and yet, of all this mass of active potential, only a narrow range is unleashed by
conventional teaching. Despite the dullness of many classrooms and lecture halls
education certainly can take place there, but it always happen, es entially, between
one who knows and one who seek: in the mode of apprentice hip.

We face 2 distinct problems here: one philosophical and the other practical.
Apprentice hip is the central, paradigmatic process of all education. This is not
generally recognized, but mo t mountaineers know it in their own experience. There
is however, another related but quite distinct question. The teaching of mountain
skill is often regarded as a u eful part of the formal school curriculum. But is it? And
ifit is, how can its value be optimized? I propose to deal with both malleI' : to a k first
how a mountaineer's experience of apprenticeship illuminates the nature of
education and secondly-towards the end of this paper-to sketch some fundamental
guide lines for introducing young adults to mountains.

1. Apprenticeship in .Mountaineering, and in other arts
In essence, apprentice hip ·is the patient co-operation of a learner and a teacher in

pursuit of a jointly perceived achievement. But the word has acquired derogatory
ovenones-a ense of bondage and of monotonous and exces ively prolonged
indentures. Some monotony is essential in any erious learning and 0 i re pect for
mastery and the acceptance of occasional tests. All these thing are liable to
corruption when the interests of restrictive guilds or-today-of corporation and
clo ed shops take undue precedence. Some experience of shared aim and the steady
acquisition of skill goes on from the very beginning of education-from infancy. But
up to the age ofabout 10 or 12 the custodia] role of teachers and parents-the creating
of safe space in which guided play and practice can take place-predominates in
education and the experience of shared achievement between teacher and learner is
peripheral. At adolescence the empha is should swing away from afety and towards
autonomy. It is at this stage that apprentice hip should become the centra] and

sential element in education.
Many tendencie in modern mas econdary education obscure this per onal fo us

of teacher and learner. The sheer ize ofeducational organizations often smothers it.
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The still predominant style of classroom teaching-serried desks, 'sir' on a
dais-steadily reinforces the impoverished picture of education as distribution of
facts. So does the diploma disease-the undue reliance on externally mediated
examinations, with their largely false claims for objectivity and fairness. And linked
to this is the falsification ofknowing itself. It comes to be seen as a buyable commodity
rather than as a process of creation to be cherished and shared. The unionization of
teachers is now hardening the process further and teenagers are learning to perceive
their teachers, not as people who are good at something, who revel in its many
levelled excellencies and who enjoy sharing these things, but as proprietors who
possess a commodity and who will relinquish it if the cash on the table and the
emoluments are sufficient. Yet mercifully, despite all this, there are still plenty of
good teachers and enthusiastic learners who survive the system. They constantly
struggle to make elbow room for real learning, for shared and responsible
explorations and for the cultivation of skill and wisdom. But it is important to notice
that it is often those more open fields of education endeavour, such as music, drama,
laboratories, gymnasiums, swimming pools, workshops, field work, open country
pursuits which tend-(a) to be regarded as expendable frills, (b) cannot be given
much value in public examinations, and (c) are liable to be unduly hedged around by
safety regulations. This is not the place for a discussion of educational reform but it is
necessary to emphasize that the apprenticeship mode is central not only when we
foster adventurous skills but in all intellectual -and aesthetic education too: it is
personal responsibility, personal standards, personal judgement, interest and
enthusiasm, shared and experienced in small groups, which form the human heart of
education and therefore, if such personal knowledge is to be widely diffused, some
risks must be run-Fisks of disorder, of failure, of injury and, conceivably, of death.

Prudence and judgement are not taught by rule but by experience; indeed they
often require a degree of failure-some accident or setback-for their value to
become apparent. On the other hand none of this should be taken as implying that
normative patterns-rules, checks, tests, routines-are unimportant in education.
Not only do they hold the system together, but when we live within an ordered system
we begin to learn about them. That is why the patterns themselves should be open to
the critical, retrospective understanding of all participants. 'Obey first, discuss
afterwards' sounds a rather old-fashioned educational maxim, but it reflects the
general truth that most understanding is retrospective towards action and this is true
both of the skilled acts and perceptions of an individual and of the purposeful
achievements of group. Theory follows trying.

Apprenticeship is something that we all pass through at various stages of our
education. Seen from inside, from the youthful point of view, it allows some scope for
realistic dreaming about the future; we dream through our new found competence.
Seen from outside-from a teacher's view-point, say-we can regard apprenticeship
as a continuum running from dependent to independent human action; this is the
concern of our next section. And seen retrospectively-the view of those who have
attained a degree of competence and who have perhaps attempted to foster it in
others-we can begin asking questions about the nature of this competence. That is
the concern of Part 3. I do not propose to dwell for long on 'realistic dreaming'.
Suffice it to say that the fantasy world of humans is obviously of enormous
importance and the day dreams of youth do, in a not very well understood way,
foreshadow many of the achievements of maturity. You may, perhaps, be ready to
accept the suggestion that when youthful fantasies have their roots in real activity and
in real people, learning is· likely to be more fruitful than when they are rooted in
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passive viewing of distant electronic images. The media lobbies say this cannot be
proved; yet is not its truth glaringly obvious?
2. From dependent to independent activity

1 shall present 3 examples, taken from mountain literature of the master
apprentice relationship at different points along the continuum which runs from the
stage ofgreat dependence by a learner on an adult as in childhood, to almost complete
independence at the other end. Beyond this again is that kind of equal partnership
which characterises a maturing-co-operation pair or small group of explorers; such a
partnership may enrich culture, enlarge knowledge but it is not education. The
examples 1 chose in mountain literature are from near the autonomous end of the
spectrum but they all involve a learner with a teacher. The first is of a willingly
accepted, full apprenticeship. The second is also of apprenticeship sought-out, but
here there is greater awareness of an ancient tradition to be entered, and the third,
more contemporary, is of what might be called 'a light apprenticeship' accompanied
by powerful dreams of glory.

First then Tom Longstaff, who had the money, the leisure and the good sense to
know when he was ready to learn something of the more difficult arts of climbing. He
had dreamt about it as a young man, played about on small cliffs and hills and, the
year before, he had 'suffered' 17 hours of it on the Dent Blanche. And then, in '1899',
he modestly writes '1 was in a condition to learn something of mountaineering'.

The quickest way is to go with a really first-rate guide ... 1 had luck. Christian
Kaufmann was then a young guide, very handsome, refined and of quick
intelligence. He had hardly been out of his own Rosenlaui-Grindelwald district.
Here was a chance. I would take him to my beloved Valais, and cross peak after
peak, or, if the weather was bad, pass after pass from Saas Fee to Chamonix. 1
should see how a real artist tackled mountains which he had never set eyes on: up
one side and down the other: how to foresee the way over unknown ground.

I made an elementary mistake by taking on an old porter, whom I had
employed before, instead ofletting Christian choose the second man. I learned my
lesson. Three is the number for glacier work; moreover long cross-country
expeditions involve considerable weight-carrying and the leader should not be
overburdened, while for myself! had enough to do to carry a slender wardrobe for
intervals of civilization UJ

A period piece. Yes, but the nature of apprenticeship is perennial. The poor
apprentice in the studio 'of Giotto would have waited longer and would have ceded
authority to his master much more conspicuously than Longstaff did. There is a
charming intermediate instance in another gem of mountain literature-Marco
Pallis's Peaks and Lamas. Here we have an account of apprenticeship by mountain
travellers under the Tibetan painter, Gyaltsan. It is in strange contrast to much
conventional wisdom about art teaching today but one cannot help wondering when
the pendulum will swing again-back to a less romantic view of art and its teaching.
Marco Pallis is studying sacred Tibetan texts, his 2 companions are learning how to
paint the Buddha.

Gyaltsan [was] an ideal teacher, clear in exposition, strict, patient, resourceful
and infectiously enthusiastic. His methods had been well worked out but were far'
from stereotyped .... While attending to me, [he] carried on simultaneously with
the drawing class. 'Well now what shall we begin with?' he asked my friends the
first day. 'Shall we learn how to do the Teacher's hands?' He handed out to each
man a shapely pointed wooden stylus provided with a handle shaped like a butter
pat. Then, taking one of the boards himself, he dusted it over with fine chalk and
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proceeded 10 dl-aw ... (he hands of (he Buddha in (heir classical posi(ion, one
hanging down 10 Ihe ground and the other upporting (he begging bowl.
.... Cyail an's crilici ms confined (hemselve 10 que lions of exactitude; aeslhelic
consideralions were I,fl alone fOJ- Ihe lime, in fact I doubl if lhey arc ever

mentioned a an cnd in themselves .
.... Drawing from nature does nOl come in al all: it is a queslion ofleaming cOl1lrol
and of memorizing Ihe principal c1as ical subjects.")

This appremice hip goes on for a con iderable lime. It i· only afler sharing much of
Ihe ma t r's life and assimilaling omething of the tradition in which they both hare
that 'individualism' may be allowed 10 break through.

While the pupil is improving his drawing, he also help the ma ler in such jobs as
grinding Ihe SlOnes and earths thal make the paints, pounding them in a polished
mortar, preparing can as and wa hing bru hes. Later he begins 10 I am how 10

apply the paint, and is allowed to help in the more repetitive and mechanical la ks
uch as borders, gra and Rowers or skies. Eventually the da)' comes when he may

lry his hand at a whole composition. l ')

95 CralldtJ}orasses (This alld Ilext photo: C. D. Milller)
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To step out, as Marco Pallis was able to do, into a 1000-year-old tradition is not
something that many of us have been able to experience. I am not suggesting that
20th Century teachers can or should go back to such slow-moving traditional ways;
nevertheless the best teaching and learning still preserves something of this sense of a
willingly accepted discipline and of a reverence for standards still beyond us and of
challenges yet to be experienced.

Don Whillans is a little removed both from the 19th Century I:..ongstaff and from
the almost medieval Marco Pall is; but not as far as he would sometimes have us
think. Much of his early learning had been that ofa loner, or with his peers, especially
with Joe Brown. But at key moments he was able to be under authority. The
following scene in his memoirs tresses this aspect of his apprenticeship and also
another, the moment of revelation which so many explorers have when they suddenly
and intuitively realise how great a vista of possibilities stretches ahead-realistic day
dreams which give shape and power to developing skills. The scene opens at the
Montenvers.

'What the bloody hell is that?' I managed at last.
A tremendous, black, snow-plastered wall towered above the surrounding peaks,
completely dwarfing them.
'What?' said Cowan, trying to appear disinterested.
I pointed, unable to do anything else.
'Oh that ... that's the GrandesJorasses .'
'Is it?' I swallowed.
'Yeah. See the highest bit?'
I nodded.
'That's Pointe Walker. Follow it down vertically and you've got the Walker
Spur,' Cowan said casually.
'Christ,' I muttered.
We stayed for ages, looking across first at the slender orange and brown spire of
the Dru and then at the great bulk of the Grandes Jorasses. Then I had one of
those moments when everything becomes clear ... I knew from that moment on I
was going to dedicate my life to climbing the hardest and most inaccessible
mountains in the world; Derbyshire, the Lakes, Snowdonia, Scotland, suddenly
assumed their true perspective. I looked across at the GrandesJorasses and I saw
the Himalaya and the Andes.
'Hey, come on"
Cowan was shoving me in the back. I turned and followed him down the path to
the glacier. My life had just been settled.
This first visit to the Alps was a great success. Don Cowan and Nat Alien proved to
be the sort ofexpert teachers all Alpine novices should have; never allowing me to
attempt too much, insisting that I climb below my limits yet introducing me to as
many of the varied Alpine techniques and conditions as their limited time
allowed.(")

"Even the most gifted and precocious individualist must find his way, sooner or
)ater, to the feet of a master and, as in the passages quoted above, the willing
acceptance of an apprenticeship role is often accompanied by a fleeting and almost
ecstatic vision of what might be achieved. This is the modern version of what used to
be called 'the dawning of a vocation'.

We may now look at this continuum of learning right through, from the almost
complete dependence of infancy up to apprenticeship (all this is the educational part),
then towards autonomy and exploration (which is the mature part where other forms
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96 Aiguill. du Dru

of learning happen). This puts us in a position to sOrt out some conceplualtangles.
Mountaineers are panicularly well placed to understand ju t where education end
and where autonomous enquiry stans. We have all experienced, I guess, that
wonderful feeling of climbing, for the fit- t time, with a companion of equal general
competence though differing, perhaps, a to detailed skills and aptitudes. This is the
end of the apprentice hip tage-under a guide or teacher-when for the firsttim we
stan leading through-alternating the lead with a friend. It is a moment of liberation.
Trust, interdependence, friend hip, courage and ambition now all begin to grow
together. But the sharp vividness of the experience also points to another contrast
funher up the scale of complexity.

'Let's do all our climbing thi wa -leading through, sharing deci ions,' we say,
'and when we go to the Himalaya we will follow the pattern ofShipton and Tilman, of
Boardman, Tasker and SCOll.' Now this is indeed a very proper ideal; perhaps for
sheer enjoyment it i supreme_ But there can be few seriou climber who have
attempted to realize it who have not also come up against the fact that there is a
critical number above which it is just not possible to be an effective leaderles group.
In the Cau 'asus, in 1937 we were 4 and we seemed to be enjoying the harmony and
the tensions of Heaven. In Masherbt-um in 1938 we were 6 and, encouraged by
Graham Brown, wc tried to be a leader! ss group. Though our failure was not due to
this, Ithink we all knew, in retrospect, that wc were working at a level of complexity
where a leader was becoming necessary. For mountaineering and exploration the
limit is just about 6 or 7. Abo e that number a leader becomes nece sary if conAict
and confusion are to be contained.

o 'leadership' is not a dirty word, muddied by Fasci tS; nor should it, in my view,
be u ed to describe educational situations wher , as we have seen, there are
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appropriate terms. The concept of leadership denotes, in contrast, an organization of
competent individuals doing an adult task and of sufficient number to require some
hierarchical structure-orchestras,.expeditions, teams, businesses are all examples.
For each of these it is possible to identify corresponding small group activities where a
leader is unnecessary-quartet, 'leading through', a doubles team in tennis and
partnerships in business-and also, of course, marriage. All these stand quite
distinctly between the essentially pedagogic relationships for which apprenticeship is
the paradigm and the large, purposeful group where a leader will be thrown up by
circumstance ifhe or she has not been designated by prior decisions. It is at this point
that social.psychology begins to give place to politics whose concern is, in part at least,
to check and contain the power which large groups and their leaders can generate(6)

3. Competence
What kind ofa' thing' is being transmitted or created in an apprenticeship or in the

educationally more dilute context of a lecture hall, classroom or laboratory? The
qualifying inverted commas and the words 'or created' are necessary because much
educational and psychological theory is inadequate to do justice to the conceptually
complicated nature of this case-that education involves both transmission and
creation and that any tendency to regard its fruits as things or as easily measurable
entities is almost bound to impoverish the process itself. However a preliminary
answer to our question can be given-competence is being transmitted and created in any
genuine educational interaction. Nevertheless, as some philosophers of language
have pointed out, competence is itself an extremely rich concept which has wider
connotations than are often assumed(6) Yet mountaineers and indeed many
thoughtful craftsmen are in a better position to grasp the nature of competence than
people who work in more abstract fields or in more closed and formal educational
institutions.

Because the meaning of competence can be seen fairly clearly in our
mountaineering experience I propose to telescope the argument. Nevertheless the 6
points which I make below are in fact drawn from a wide range of
disciplines-linguistics, psychology and technology-and they do not at present
form part of the conventional body of educational theory. Nevertheless here is a
summary of what I think we know competence to be. I shall subsequently amplify one
or 2 of these statements by reference to examples from mountaineering and
exploration. Some of the relevant technical literature is given in the notes.

1. Competence in a given activity (e.g. in a language or in a craft) is the capacity
to integrate a wide range of skills. However ...
2. The sub-skills of any competence are loosely but hierarchically ordered.
Sometimes a sub-skill must be well practised before a superordinate skill can be
developed; at other times a learner may be practising high and low level skills
more or less together (7)

3. Competence also involves play, looseness, the ability to switch tactics and to
originate new combinations of skill. But it also involves the 'negative capability'
characteristic of play-doing little or nothing in a purposive way-biding one's
time.(")

4. Competence is always directed or 'vectorial', though this does not necessarily
imply specific goals. The word therefore covers much of the meaning given to

'motivation'. Indeed it can be argued that the latter is a redundant concept, only
useful in artificially restricted environments-rats in a maze or pupils working for
rewards at school. In general if a man or child can do something well he/she will
want to; that is the notion ofcompetence motivation. (But there are provisos to be
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made about fears, phobias and inhibitions which we have not time 10 deal with).(Q)
5. Competence and imagination are certainly not the same but they are
connected. A we saw earlier the day dream which take place within the realistic
field ofa person's growing competence may be very powerful precursors ofaction.
6. There is a crucial but subtle relationship between a man' competence and his
1001s. In many crafts competence manife ts itself as a yearning for simplicity not
only in style but in equipment 100. But simplicity is a highly relative term. So it i
better to say that a master of any craft must be able 10 'enter' fully inlO his 1001

and techniques-making them part of himself and, in a sense, 'dwelling in
them' .(10

1 The Tilman quotations which follow are eloquent of this attitude to an
appropriate and purposeful simplicity.

There need be little argument about the first statement that competence is a cluster of
skills; it is the later assertions which may need justifying. The quotations which I offer
in support of these refer mainly 10 H. W. Tilman and 10 his supreme competence as a
navigalOr. But, as you would expect, the common ground with mountaineering is
considerable. One might even have made a 7th point and claim that because
competence i uch a deeply rooted and flexible human attribute it allows for a very
considerable degree of transfer of training. Thin is one reason why the military
authorities esteem mountain training and it may also help 10 explain the rather
doubtful reputation of mountaineering and seam'!,nship as 'character training'. Here
also we see a pointer 10 the danger of young people focusing on only one or 2
demanding skills: transfer of positive attitudes may be reduced.

The quotations given below are from Tilman's new biography by J. R. L.
Anderson who quotes a remarkably penetrating portrait of this great explorer and
navigalOr by Colin PUll-himself a mountaineer and sailor who was, on everal
occasions, a member ofTilman's crew.

Trouble and equipment
Tilman held strong and nowadays unconventional views about getting into
trouble at sea, being rescued and the responsibilities involved. obody has any
right to expect 10 be rescued if he gets into trouble, and trouble become
mentionable only after you have fought your way out of it. He went 10 sea with an
appreciation of the many risks involved, and expected his crew to do the same. He
didn't carry a radio transmiller and the ship's boat was only suitable for
expeditions in a calm harbour. He put a tremendous amount of thought inlO what
he considered the most effective mean of sa~ ty at sea-the preparation of the
ship and the navigational information for the voyage(lI)

There is much more about Tilman's imple and almost reverent attitude 10 his boat. I
think he overstates the 'no rescue' issue by leaving out other people's rights to stand
by and to be ready 10 help if they wish 10; though of course this applies more to
Patterdale than 10 Patagonia. Elsewhere Putt gives a splendid example ofTilman's
competent flexibility and shows how a great navigator can, when necessary, drop
down the hierarchy of skills from ophisticated methods 10 more primitive ones.

Back to simpler ways
Coming home from Greenland in 1970 we struck ome rough weather in the
Denmark Strait and broke the gaff and sprung a plank, both of which we repaired,
and inundated and stopped the chronometer, which we couldn't get going again.
Tilman continued to use his normal methods of navigation, but changed over
from the now useless chronometer to a wrist-watch, which was corrected as often
as possible by radio time ignals. It was most intere ting 10 note that at the same
time and without fuss he introduced a backslOp in the form of pre-Cook
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navigation methods, as used for instance by Dampier. He set a course down the
Atlantic to arrive well to the West of the Scillies, and began to take noon sights and
Pole star sights. In this way he placed us accurately on the latitude of the Bishop
Rock and some 60 miles to the west of it, by means which did not involve the
chronometer at all, and then sailed due east, carefully checking and maintaining
the latitude.(12)

There is still another mark of competence exemplified by Tilman's navigation and
also, to a very high degree, by some modern Himalayan climbers-the capacity to
hold on and on and still to judge one's moment of retreat.

Keeping up the pressure till the last moment

In an increasing wind and sea he would stand on deck watching the ship's
reaction, and ready to act quickly, for hours at a time.... Going into close and
heavy pack ice, with no immediate threat of ice closing up, he would advance to
the very last place where the ship could be turned round at all before deciding to
turn and come out. This business of taking as long and going as far as is safe is a
piece of mountaineering wisdom too. (13)

Yes. This is surely the supreme test of nautical and mountaineeringjudgement and it
is rooted deep in a million trials, hopes, failures and successes, all etched in our brains
and bodies. It gives rise to the partly intuitive partly rational insight which Michael
Polanyi calls tacit knowing: We know without knowing how we know, and this enables
us to hold on to a belief or to a course of action with strength and prudence. I suggest
that it is this attribute, more than any other, which marks out our greatest modern
climbers. The recent ascent by Boardman, Scott and Tasker of the N face of
Kangchenjunga is another impressive example both of the approach ofsimplicity and
of sustained but sensitive pressure of deeply committed purpose. In the 1920s and
'30s an Alpine climber would be regarded as pretty bold if he could sustain a
competent attack on a crux, in face of variable weather, for 24 hours. Now the time
scale has shifted to days. And in the Himalaya we see small groups, such as the
Kangchenjunga team, keeping up the pressure of attack (and, all the while, the
complementary capacity to retreat) for weeks or even months of intermittent storm
and respite. The Bavarians in 1929 and 1931 were far ahead of their time in the
measure of their staying power, though not, perhaps, in their simplic~ty.

4. Guidelinesjor Education

The following 3 lines of policy are based on the above analysis. They refer to
breadth and flexibility in the curriculum, to the cultivation of responsibility rather
than safety-first attitudes in the young and to the need for appropriate traditions to be
generated among teachers. The acceptance of risk in the second and the criticism of
current trends towards professionalism in the last are decidedly against present
currents of thought. All 3, it should be emphasised, apply specifically to educational

groups and not necessarily to clubs of mature mountaineers or to serious expeditions.
1. Breadth. An educational approach to mountains and wild country should be
broadly based. A wide variety of skill training, of challenging play, problem
solving, service, natural history and of artistic response should be available under
a co-operative team of teachers. The 'precise choice' and emphasis among them
will depend on the location and tradition of each institution. For youngsters in
their early' teens the appeal should be wide enough for almost all types ofphysique
and temperament to be attracted. So not all the achievements aimed at should be
physically demanding. There is undoubtedly a place for hard challenges but at the
younger age these should not be over emphasized. Even with older teenagers
there are arguments against pushing youthful endeavours too far towards 'severe'
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experiences within the educational context. Why? I think the reasons can be
summarized by the maxim 'fanaticism eas.ily over-rides flexibility'. Teenagers
can easily be.booked on a narrow type of intense experience and teachers have the
responsibility for maintaining tolerance, breadth and imaginativeness as well as
high standards. When formal education is over it may be a good thing for some
passionate commitment to take over, but this is a matter for an individual within
his cultureY')

2. Risk, danger andjudgement. There is value in having stages, ceilings and known
limits on the educational staircase and, from time to time, simple, internally
monitored tests. A sense of 'our standards' can then be built up. Out of this an
attitude of trust can grow: 'This group is sufficiently responsible to work within a
recognized limit of difficulty and danger and pupil 'X' is given the responsibility
for making any crucial decisions.' Here, notice, X is temporarily being given a
'leadership' role to practise. Should a member of such a group want to move
beyond these self-set standards he or she must do so outside the orbit of school. In
the awareness of what constitutes school and not-school and in regard to what the
school is trying to do all adventurous undertakings require close co-operation with
parents. Because of the inevitable risks in all adventurous education, but
especially in mountain craft, it is also important that any national associations and
other public bodies concerned with standard and innovation play their part in
educating public opinion. The media and even the judiciary have a responsibility
to recognise the impossibility of separating risk and responsibility, initiative and
the exercise of judgement, in all educational situations.
3. Maintaining a tradition. Responsibility, judgement and mltJative are
exceedingly hard, perhaps impossible, to measure and they cannot be codified or
prescribed by edict. The reason is that such qualities only thrive when they are
rooted in a living tradition and are generated in the mode of apprenticeship,
between person and person. Rules and normative systems are certainly necessary
for any community but they never provide the sufficient conditions for lively
growth. So a head (or a governing body) who relies heavily on paper qualifications
when choosiRg,staff and on exam' results in assessing their success will tend to slip
into a dreary, mechanical mode of personnel management. If, on the other hand,
he or she works with colleagues in an open, positive way and is seen to value non
measurable personal qualities at all levels, then responsibility, trust and
enterprise are likely to flourish. This may sound obvious but in practice it is often

ignored.
Open country pursuits are a key area of educational opportunity (and drama is

another) where it is particularly valuable for teachers from all the disciplines to come
together in occasional joint projects with their pupils. It is just as valuable for the
teachers themselves-possibly more so-as it is for ..the learners. But here again there
is an increasing threat to true education from a narrow, clock-watching
professionalism on the one hand and from bureaucracy on the other. It was quite
clear to me at Abbotsholme, and previously in a multi-racial college in the Sudan,
that it is precisely in these open activities, where there is some risk of failure, that the
many talents of teachers can most effectively develop. Only so do individuals gain
confidence and stature. The least favourable context for growth is an in-turned,
exam'-oriented specialist group of teachers, isolated from those in other disciplines
and cushioned from the l.essons of occasional failure.

Set against the background of some of our more problematic comprehensive
schools such guide-lines may sound Utopian. But they are not. You would certainly
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be able to find some comprehensive schools today where such policies are worked for
and accepted. But they would be the exception; not the rule.

In my opinion the kind of educational establishment which most clearly points the
way for the future is not the large, long-stay comprehensive schools which are
extremely cumbersome, and certainly not selective grammar schools or independent
schools; though here again plenty ofenterprising innovations can often be found. No,
I think the pattern for the future is being pioneered by the Outward Bound Schools,
and especially those which run on a curriculum which values the arts and drama as
does Brathay Hall. In short I believe that young people and 'experts' living as a
community in an open, committed and adventurous atmosphere provide an
experience to which all our young should have access. People like Geoffrey Young
and Kurt Hahn saw the way and pioneered it. But in truth the concept is much, much
older. For thousands of years the Masai of Kenya, the Dinka and Nuer of the Upper
Nile, have sent their young men out to the cattle camps for an arduous but lovely life
far from the villages; others have withdrawn to the forest or high pastures. For 6
months or more the young face duties and challenges, engage in rituals, games and
dances which constitute their rites de passages into maturity. And it costs-less than
nothing. Moving towards frontiers has always been our lot; unless we do, we shrivel.
I guess that the smoke from the dung fires at evening smelt just as sweet to, so called,
primitive men as did the burning juniper wood to 4 of us as we crouched, rather
hungrily, around a fire which I remember 40 odd years ago; the great fortress walls of
Ushba towered dimly in the darkness behind; and we felt small and apprehensive and
hopeful. And if we didn't, we should have felt thankful to other men who had already
'set our feet on curves of freedom'.

Notes
(I) The Way and the Mountain (Peter Owen, London, 1961) p.35.
(2) This My Voyage, Oohn Murray, London, 1950) p.17
(3) Peaks and Lamas, (Cassell, London, 1939) pp.333-334
(4) Ibid p.335
(5) Don Whillans and Alick Ormerod, Don Whillans. Portrait of a Mountaineer
(Heinemann, London, 1971) p.45. One notices a distinct scenic distortion in his
memory of the Dru and theJorasses, as though the 2 mountains had been telescoped.
(6) See for example Noam Chomsky, Language and Mind (Harcourt Brace, N. Y.
1968)p.69
(7) See Mike Thompson, 'Out with the boys again' in The Games Chmbers Play, ed.
Ken Wilson, (Diadem Books. London, 1978) pp.344-352. This is a memorable
statement, in which Bonington, the leader, just receives his due; but only just.
(8) 'Negative Capability' seeJohn Keats, Letters (Dec 21, 1817). In my Born Curious
Oohn Wiley, London, 1976) the nature of play and its importance as a constituent of
competence is discussed in some detail (Chs.6&7).
(9) There is a considerable literature on competence motivation but R. W. White,
Psychological Review, 66 No. 5 (1959) is a key statement. See also J .. S. Brunner,
Towards a Theory of Instruction (W. W. Norton, New York, 1960)
(10) Michael Polanyi, Op.cit. and, in a more recent work,Joseph Weizenbaum, (W.
H. Freeman, San Francisco, 1976) following Polanyi, discusses the nature of
tools-Computer Power and Human Reason (Ch.2) and relates this to our growing
dependence on advanced (computer) technology.
(11,12, 13)J. R. L. Anderson, High Mountains and Cold Seas (Gollancz, 1980).
(14) This statement 'breadth' in early education may need qualifying in regard to
mathematics and music. ·Though even in the case of a famous young genius such as
M6zart it is interesting to find how very broad was his early cultural exposure when
he visited, with his father, the capitals of Europe.
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